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Abstract

This study sets up a prototype of real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) machine that employs a miniature spectrometer for
detecting the emission of fluorescence intensity from RT-PCR mix in a micro liter volume glass capillary. The RT-PCR machine is one of
the major instruments for SARS virus test during the outbreak in Asia in early 2003. Comparing with traditional RT-PCR machine with
discrete channels fluorescence wavelength detection, the prototype can provide continuous wavelength detection and can be employed for
multiplex DNA quantification. However, only one HBV SC 11 DNA template with the SYBR Green I labeling dye were used in this study
to compare DNA quantification accuracy and reproducibility of the present system and the commercial system. The two machines have
different optical engine arrangement and so two separate analytical models were proposed to predict the fluorescence intensity from the
RT-PCR mix during thermal cycling for the machines. Predicted results agree well with the measured data for both machines. From the
predicted results, different approaches should be adopted to determine the initial DNA concentration for quantification from time recorded
history of the fluorescence intensity. Measured results illustrate that the RT-PCR prototype has the same accuracy for DNA quantification
and reproducibility within five intra-assay samples as compared with the commercial machine.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Mullis et al. [1] developed polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) in 1986 to duplicate specified DNA fragments in vitro
through temperature cycling. Since then, PCR becomes one
of the major tools in genomic studies. By integrating a flu-
orometer with a temperature cycler, a real-time PCR (RT-
PCR) machine was first introduced in 1997[2,3]. Fig. 1
shows the process by which the fluorescence intensity of
labeling dye in PCR mix increases with the number of spe-
cific double strand DNA fragments that are duplicated in
thermal cycling. This RT-PCR system allows detection of
DNA amplification through the detection of fluorescence la-
beling dye in the PCR mix during the early phase of reac-
tion. In addition, the concentration of target DNA fragment
in the PCR mix before thermal cycling can be obtained from
the recorded time history of fluorescence intensity. The RT-
PCR machine has high sensitivity and consumes less time
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when compared to traditional PCR machine. The RT-PCR
machine can detect two fold amplification of DNA template
while traditional PCR can only detect the signal after 10
fold amplification of DNA template[4]. In addition, after
thermal cycling from the RT-PCR machine, there is no need
to perform agarose gel electrophoresis on PCR mix, while
this is inevitable for amplified PCR mix from the traditional
PCR machine to ensure a successful amplification on DNA
template.

The current commercial RT-PCR machine has three dis-
crete channels with photodiodes for detecting fluorescence
emitted from PCR mix. In order to separate different flu-
orescence wavelengths, one set of narrow band filters and
dichrotic mirrors are used to allow fluorescence with the re-
quired wavelength to reach the corresponding channel. Since
the emitting dye fluorescence has to pass through compli-
cated optical path before it reaches the appropriate channel,
the intensity is decayed to 40–50% of the fluorescence in-
tensity detected by the previous channels[5]. Therefore, it
is impossible to have five different dye detection capabili-
ties in one sample of PCR mix due to optical loss. However,
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Fig. 1. Increase of fluorescence intensity of SYBR Green I dye with
amplification of specific double strand DNA fragment. (a) Floating SYBR
Green I dye with double strand DNA fragment in the PCR mix. (b)
When DNA fragment is denatured, SYBR Green I dye is attached to
single strand DNA. (c) Single strand DNA fragment is duplicated by
the polymerase. (d) When DNA amplification is complete, SYBR Green
I dye binds to the double strand DNA, emitting fluorescence as it is
excited.

simultaneous detection of multiple target DNA sequence
becomes a trend in either virus or blood inspection. It is
also useful to detect HBV, HCV, HIV, and other virus in
one blood sample. Therefore, the present study proposes
a miniature spectrometer to replace the limited number of
detection channels by photodiodes. This spectrometer is
allowed to detect a continuous spectrum of fluorescence.
Therefore, more labeling dyes can be used in PCR mix for
RT-PCR machine with the spectrometer than with three
photo sensors as in the commercial RT-PCR machine.

Traditional spectrometer with concave holographic grat-
ing has only 25–35% efficiency between fluorescence wave-
length of 300–800 nm. This makes it necessary to cool the
detector to−70◦C in order to achieve high sensitivity on
spectral distribution of emitted light. Thus, the whole sys-
tem with traditional spectrometer is too big and expensive
for commercial instrument.

Instead of concave grating, a new cylindrical grating was
introduced[6]. Its detection efficiency can reach a value

of 70%. By employing the novel spectrometer, a prototype
for RT-PCR machine was constructed and tested. To vali-
date the performance of the prototype, single DNA template,
HBV SC 11, with known concentrations and a single label-
ing dye, SYBR Green I, were used in PCR mix that went
through the same thermal cycling in both the prototype and
the commercial RT-PCR machine. Comparisons were made
for all measurements obtained from both machines. Addi-
tionally, two separate models are proposed to predict fluo-
rescence intensity emitted from glass capillary during the
thermal cycling of PCR mix. Both measured and predicted
fluorescence intensities of PCR mix during thermal cycling
in both machines are presented.

2. Experimental apparatus

In this study, the Light Cycler-Fast Start DNA master
with Cat no. 3003230 and SYBR Green I labeling dye was
employed as the PCR mix for quantification of HBV SC
11 DNA fragment with different initial DNA copies. The
test sample was loaded into a micro liter volume capillary
and sealed with a plastic plug. The capillary has an in-
ner diameter of 0.8 mm and an outer diameter of 1.15 mm.
The composite plastic/glass container for both the present
prototype and the commercial PCR machine are shown in
Fig. 2.

The DNA sample capillary tube was loaded on a circular
carousel and inserted into the cylindrical temperature control
chamber. Temperature control is done by air flow through
a wind duct with a 300 W heater. For heating, the heater
is proportionally controlled and the fan on top of the wind
duct is run at a low speed. For cooling, the heater power
will be dropped and the fan will be run at high speed. The

Fig. 2. A micro liter volume glass capillary for PCR mix (a) plastic cap
(b) main body.
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machine will run thermal cycle to duplicate DNA template
and record the fluorescence intensity to determine initial
DNA copies. The thermal cycling control structure is similar
to that of the commercial RT-PCR machine with discrete
channels of fluorescence detection. Both machines employ
the same thermal cycling condition of 10 min incubation
at 95◦C, each cycle of 3 s of 95◦C denaturation, 10 s of
53◦C annealing, and 16 s of 72◦C elongation. The sample
temperature can be maintained precisely with a variation of
0.4◦C at 94◦C, a variation of 0.2◦C at 56◦C, and a variation
of 0.2◦C at 72◦C.

The RT-PCR fluorescence sensing optical engine is de-
signed for recording fluorescence accumulation in the PCR
reaction stage and there is a quantitative relationship be-
tween the amount of starting point of DNA fragment and the
amount of amplified product at the given temperature cycle
number. Accurate results of DNA quantification can be ob-
tained. The major difference between the two RT-PCR ma-
chines is the fluorescence sensing system. Both commercial
and prototype RT-PCR machines are tested in this study and
the DNA quantification accuracy and reproducibility are the
system performance index for comparison. The fluorescence
sensing system of the two machines will be introduced in
the following section.

2.1. Fluorescence sensing system of the commercial
RT-PCR machine

The commercial machine (Roche, Light Cycler, USA) is
widely employed for DNA quantification. The optical engine
design with three discrete fluorescence detection channels is
shown inFig. 3.

The design is based on division of fluorescence emitted
from PCR mix into three channels by the beam split mirrors
and filters array. The first channel employs 575 nm beam
splitter for dividing fluorescence, and interference band
pass filter at 530 and 40 nm bandwidth to detect fluores-
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Fig. 3. A schematic view of fluorescence sensing system of commercial
RT-PCR machine.

cence emission such as SYBR Green dye. The other two
channels employ 670 nm beam splitter and reflect mirror
for dividing fluorescence, and interference filters with 645
and 710 nm, and 20 and 30 nm bandwidths, respectively, to
detect the long wavelength fluorescence emission such as
LightCycler-Red 640 and LightCycler-Red 705. The SYBR
Green dye can be filtered by the filtered exciting light from
the blue light emitting from diode filtered by 470 nm band
pass filter. By fluorescence resonance energy transfer, Red
640 and Red 750 can also be excited by the same light
source.

This kind of structure has an advantage of relatively inex-
pensive cost and, the filters and excitation source are mod-
ularized to allow real-time fluorescence analysis. However,
the collection efficiency of dye fluorescence that is directed
to the appropriate channel is 40–50% even in case of ideal
filter performance. Beyond five channels, the optical loss
will exceed two orders. This limits DNA quantification ca-
pability for multiplex PCR analysis.

2.2. Continuous fluorescence wavelength sensing
system of the prototype

The novel design employs the spectrometer for continu-
ous fluorescence spectral dispersion. All the collected fluo-
rescence light is directed towards the slit detector and there
is no loss from multiple beam splitters and filters. The detec-
tion fluorescence wavelength ranges from 350 to 1100 nm
with 10 nm discrepancy and no channel number limitation
for the system.

RT-PCR with spectral dispersion detection of fluores-
cence is shown schematically inFig. 4. Since the feature
of this system is multi-labeling-dye detection, the optical
engine can be modified to provide excitation light with
continuous spectral output, and the appropriate wavelength
excitation light separated by the sliding filters array can
excite the multi-fluorophores in the DNA sample capillary
through the side. The fluorescence emission collected by
focusing lens transports through the optical fiber. Fluores-
cence light from the optical fiber enters the optical engine
through the fiber connector. One collimating mirror reflects
the light, as a collimated beam, towards the grating. The
cylindrical grating can disperse the light in the spectral
range from 350 to 1100 nm onto different positions of the
linear CCD array and the multi-labeling-dye fluorescence
with different wavelengths can be detected.

Fig. 5shows the system prototype. A 35-W power output
Xenon bulb (Ocean Optics Inc., HPX-2000-B, USA) sup-
plies a continuous spectrum from 350 to 800 nm for fluo-
rescence excitation. In this study, DNA labeling was done
by SYBR Green I dye and only 494 nm excitation light
is needed. Subsequently, the prototype has only one fixed
interference band pass filter with central pass wavelength
490 nm (UNICE E-O Service Inc., 490.0-F10-12.7, TWN)
and the multi-selection filters array will be assembled in
future development. The fluorescence light is excited from
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Fig. 4. A schematic view of the prototype with a spectrometer for continuous fluorescence wavelength sensing.

the side of the DNA sample capillary tube and transported
through optical fiber linking the focusing lens on the bot-
tom of the DNA sample capillary chamber to the spectrom-
eter. One miniature spectrometer with integrated grating and
lens module (Ocean Optics Inc., USB2000-FLG, USA) em-
ployed for fluorescence dispersion and CCD linear array
(Sony, ILX 511, JPN) responds to the different fluorescence
wavelength on each pixel. The main board designed by our
lab processes the CCD signal into complete spectrum and
translates the data to the user interface software on com-
puter. The thermal cycling control is also built in the same
board.

3. Model for predicting fluorescence intensity

Two different optical engine designs for RT-PCR fluo-
rescence accumulation monitoring within PCR cycles are
introduced. The numerical model is developed to predict
the fluorescence signal being the function of DNA con-
centration within each PCR cycle with respect to the two
optical engine designs. The model prediction values can be
compared with the commercial discrete detection channels
reading, and thus, can prove the validity. The novel design
with continuous wavelength detection can employ the model
as a basis for analyzing the fluorescence signal measured
by the system prototype to achieve the precise RT-PCR
quantification.

The most general approximation of the fluorescence mod-
eling yields the following:

�F = Iλ(0)

∫ L

0

∫ 2π

0

∫ ϕ2(x,θ,ϕ)

ϕ1(x,θ,ϕ)

sinϕ

M∑
i=1

φiai,λci

×
(

Iλ(x)

Iλ(0)

) (
Iλ′(L)

Iλ′(0)

)
dϕ dθ dx. (1)

where�F means the fluorescence signal intensity and is
proportional toIλ(0), excitation light intensity, times the la-
beling dye quantum yieldφi, the molar extinction coefficient
ai,λ and the DNA template concentrationci within each PCR
cyclei. The two terms (Iλ(x)/Iλ(0)) and (Iλ ′ (L)/Iλ ′ (0)) denote
the excitation light decay due to absorption of labeling dye
and emission fluorescence decay as light passes through the
DNA sample capillary tube of lengthL. The integration is
along the DNA sample capillary tube length and around the
whole core angleθ by 2π and the solid angleϕ from ϕ1 to
ϕ2 which is determined by the different optical engine ar-
rangements. The summationM is dependent on the number
of DNA labeling dyes in the PCR reagent.

3.1. Predicted fluorescence intensity for commercial
RT-PCR machine

Fig. 6 shows the core angle, the solid angle and the
integration length definition of the commercial RT-PCR
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Fig. 5. The prototype of the RT-PCR machine with continuous fluorescence wavelength detection. (a) The structure of the optical engine, miniature
spectrometer, and signal processing system. (b) The top view of the machine prototype. (c) The micro liter volumes DNA sample capillary tube.

machine optical engine. According to the schematic draw-
ing, theϕ core angle integration ranges from 0 to tan−1(R/x)
whereR is the radius of the epi-illumination lens. In this
study,R is 1.8 cm.Eq. (1)can be reduced to
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Fig. 6. Definitions of the core angle, the solid angle, and the integration
length for the commercial RT-PCR machine with a con-focal excitation.

�F = 2πIλ(0)

∫ L

0

∫ tan−1(R/x)

0
sinϕ

M∑
i=1

φiai,λci

×
(

Iλ(x)

Iλ(0)

) (
Iλ′(L)

Iλ′(0)

)
dϕ′ dx. (2)

In this study, only one fluorophore SYBR Green I is em-
ployed to DNA labeling. The summationM equals to 1.

The term (Iλ(x)/Iλ(0)) can be estimated by Beer–Lambert
law and be expressed as(

Iλ(x)

Iλ(0)

)
= exp(−xai,λci). (3)

The decay term (Iλ ′ (L)/Iλ ′ (0)) is due to three factors which
include the emission light divergence by the DNA sample
vessel, the light absorption by DNA sample solution, and the
Raman scattering effect. The divergence term means only a
fraction of the emission light is aimed back to the detector
because of the refraction of the DNA sample solution and
vessel glass wall, as shown inFig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Fluorescence diffraction due to capillary glass wall.

The decay term can be estimated by(
Iλ′(L)

Iλ′(0)

)
= exp

(
−L

r

)
. (4)

wherer is the radius of the DNA sample capillary.
The value of the optical absorption coefficient can be taken

to be the following number from the database of reference
[7] and the decay term can be estimated as(

Iλ′(L)

Iλ′(0)

)
= exp(0.000498L). (5)

The Raman scattering coefficient can be referred to ref-
erence[8] and be expressed as(

Iλ′(L)

Iλ′(0)

)
= exp(3 × 10−9L). (6)

ComparingEqs. (4), (5) and (6), the coefficient ofEq. (4)
is 1.2903 since the focusing radius of the DNA capillary is
0.775 mm, and this value is much larger than that ofEqs. (5)
and (6). The fluorescence decay term can then be sufficiently
represented by only one term, i.e. byEq. (4).

SubstituteEq. (4) into Eq. (2), the emitting fluorescence
intensity of SYBR Green I dye can be calculated by the
following integration:

�F = 2πIλ(0)

∫ L

0

∫ tan−1(R/x)

0

× sinϕ φiai,λcie
−xai,λcie−l2/r dϕ dx. (7)

where φi is the fluorophore quantum yield efficient con-
stant, and the emission light decay is also constant, and
is thus, regardless to the integration. A dimensionless sig-
nal gain can be defined as the ratio of the fluorescence
signal, �F, to the excitation light,Iλ(0). Eq. (7) can be

rewritten as

�F

Iλ(0)
= 2πφie

−L/r

∫ L

0

∫ tan−1(R/x)

0
sinϕ ai,λcie

−xai,λci dϕ dx.

(8)

The inner integral can be expressed as the following:

∫ tan−1(R/x)

0
sinϕ′ · · · dϕ′ =

(
1 − x√

x2 + R2

)
. (9)

SubstituteEq. (9) into Eq. (8), it yields

�F

Iλ(0)
= 2πφie

−L/r

∫ L

0
ai,λci

(
1 − x√

x2 + R2

)
e−xai,λci dx.

(10)

By incorporating the transition parameterS with a unit of
cm−1 as

S = −
{

log(1 − x/(
√

x2 + R2))

x

}
. (11)

Eq. (10)becomes

�F

Iλ(0)
= 2πφie

−L/r

∫ L

0
ai,λcie

−x(ai,λci+S) dx. (12)

In this study,Schanges little withx asx varies from 0.05
to 2.0 cm. Thus,S can be treated as a constant inEq. (12)
and is given by

�F

Iλ(0)
= 2πφie−L/r2ai,λci[−e−L(ai,λci+S) + 1]

ai,λci + S
. (13)

By the numerical expression, the fluorescence intensity
with respect to excitation light can be predicted within each
PCR cycles with different initial DNA template concentra-
tion in the sample capillary.

3.2. Predicted fluorescence intensity for the prototype

The core angle, the solid angle and the integration length
of the RT-PCR prototype with continuous fluorescence
wavelength sensing system can be referred to inFig. 8.
The collimated excitation light directly excites the capillary
with PCR mix through the side. The focusing effect by the
capillary wall and the short pass length can yield the simple
estimation ofIλ(0) = Iλ(d), whered denotes the diameter
of the capillary.

The integration can be expressed as

�F = 2πIλ(0)

∫ L

0

∫ tan−1(x/R)

0

× sinϕ′ φiai,λci

(
Iλ′(L)

Iλ′(0)

)
dϕ′ dx. (14)
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Fig. 8. Definitions of the core angle, the solid angle, and the integration
length for the prototype with a side excitation.

The same transition parameterS can be employed for
evaluating the integral and thus

�F = 2πIλ(0)φiai,λe−L/r

∫ L

0

(
1 − x√

x2 + R2

)
ci dx.

(15)

Eq. (15)becomes

�F

Iλ(0)
= 2πφiai,λe−L/r 1

S
(1 + e−SL)ci. (16)

By the formula, the fluorescence intensity with respect
to excitation light for the sample with different initial DNA
template copies can be predicted.

4. Determination of initial DNA fragment copies in
PCR mix

For RT-PCR fluorescence signal processing, the key
parameter is to find out the initial DNA copies before
thermocycling from time history of fluorescence intensity
that increases with the PCR temperature cycle. The DNA
template concentration within each PCR cycles can be
expressed as the following equation:

ci = N

(6.02× 1023)(5 × 10−6)
2i, (17)

if the PCR efficiency is assumed to be perfect at each cy-
cle. In Eq. (17), N denotes the initial DNA template copies
and the unit of DNA concentration is in molar. Substituting
Eq. (17)into Eqns. (13) and (16), the relationship of DNA
copies and fluorescence intensity can be found. However,
fluorescence and excitation light intensity ratio correlated
to DNA replication concentration curve equations are expo-
nential functions and explicit terms with respect to discrete
fluorescence detection channels and continuous fluorescence
wavelength detection optical engine designs. Subsequently
two separate signal processing algorithms will be utilized,
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Fig. 9. Predicted signal gain (�F/Iλ(0)) at initial DNA copies of 1010 in
1 ml for the commercial RT-PCR machine, along with its first and second
derivatives.

respectively, for the DNA quantification of the commercial
machine and of the present prototype.

4.1. Second derivative maximum method for the
commercial RT-PCR machine

The predicted fluorescence signal gain increases with
DNA duplication concentration increment at each PCR cy-
cles. Fig. 9 shows the curves of predicted signal gain, its
first and second derivatives of the sample with initial DNA
copies of 1010 in 1 ml for the commercial RT-PCR machine.
The first derivative of fluorescence signal gain versus PCR
cycle indicates an increasing slope in the early PCR cycles
and a decreasing slope as the fluorescence intensity ap-
proaches saturation. According to the slope change, a criti-
cal cycleic can be determined as the second-order derivative
reaches the maximum value, as indicated inFig. 9.

Replacingai,λci +S by a parameterCi, Eq. (13)becomes

�F

Iλ(0)
= Const

Ci − S

Ci

×
(

−LCi + 1

2!
L2C2

i − 1

3!
L3C3

i + 1

4!
L4C4

i

)

= −L(Ci − S) + 1

2!
L2Ci(Ci − S)

− 1

3!
L3C2

i (Ci − S) + 1

4!
L4C3

i (Ci − S). (18)

In addition

Ci ∝ N2i. (19)

As the second derivative of fluorescence intensity at a
critical cycle numberic reaches a maximum value, the third
derivative value equals to zero at the same critical cycle
number ic. The third derivative of predicted fluorescence
signal gain can be expressed as

d3(�F/Iλ(0))

di3

∣∣∣∣
i

=
[
−

(
L3 + 1

4
L4S

)
+ L4Ci

]
(ln 2N2i)|i=ic = 0. (20)
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Eq. (20)equals to zero only if

−
(

L3 + 1

4
L4S

)
+ L4Ci = 0 → Ci = 1

L
+ 1

4
S = Const.

(21)

SubstitutingCi from Eq. (19), the relationship between
initial DNA copies and the critical cycle numberic can be
expressed as

N ∝ Const
1

2ic
= Const

1

eic ln 2
→ logN ∝ 1

ic
. (22)

It indicates that a linear correlation occurs between the log
value of initial DNA copies and the reciprocity of the crit-
ical cycle ic. FromEq. (22), the experimental sample DNA
copies can be interpolated by one set specific concentration
in log scale versus the critical cycle plot.

The algorithm is called second derivative maximum
method, employed by the commercial PCR machine signal
processing. It allows fast calculation and high reproducibil-
ity for DNA quantification.

4.2. Curve fitting method for the prototype

For the RT-PCR prototype with continuous fluorescence
wavelength detection system, the predicted fluorescence sig-
nal gain can be expressed byEq. (16). If all the geometrical
data inEq. (16)are given,Eq. (16)can be reduced as

�F

Iλ(0)
= 2πφiai,λe−L/r 1

S
(1 + e−SL)ci = ConstN2i. (23)

The first derivative of signal gain is

d(�F/Iλ(0))

di
= ConstN ln 2 2i. (24)

The second derivative of signal gain is

d2(�F/Iλ(0))

di2
= Const× N(ln 2)22i. (25)

Fig. 10shows the curves of predicted signal gain, its first
derivative and second derivative for the prototype. No crit-
ical cycle numberic can be determined from the maximum
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Fig. 10. Predicted signal gain (�F/Iλ(0)) at initial DNA copies of 1010 in
1 ml for the RT-PCR prototype, along with its first and second derivatives.

second derivative which is applicable in the predicted signal
gain for the commercial RT-PCR machine.

Subsequently a different signal processing method by
curve fitting is employed for DNA quantification with RT-
PCR prototype. The curve fitting method selects one thresh-
old cycle above which fluorescence is above two times the
intensity of the standard deviation of the baseline emission.
Then six fluorescence readings will be acquired if the fluo-
rescence detection intensity is 1.75–2 times higher than that
of the previous reading. The curves of the fluorescence inten-
sity accumulation in each PCR cycles estimated byEq. (16)
will be fitted to these data and the initial DNA copies can
be determined.

The algorithm developed by this study is called curve-
fitting method. It is more complicated than the second deriva-
tive maximum method but the signal processing time only
has an imperceptible change since the commercial computer
has high-speed computing power.

5. Results and discussions

DNA quantification experiments are conducted for DNA
samples with four initial DNA copies of 1010, 107, 105, and
103. Since the sample is diluted during the preparation of
the PCR mix before thermocycling, there lies an uncertainty
on the actual number of initial DNA copy. The uncertainty
is 1, 8, 15, and 20% in the power index for the tested cases
with 1010, 107, 105, and 103 specific initial DNA copies,
respectively. The fluorescence spectra measured by the RT-
PCR prototype machine with continuous wavelength detec-
tion system for each PCR cycles of the sample with starting
1010 DNA copies are shown inFig. 11. The fluorescence
emission peak is at 530 nm. The graph shows the minimum
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detection limit with double emission intensity than noise
level at 13th PCR cycle. After 16th PCR cycle, the fluores-
cence intensity reaches the saturation detection limit of the
continuous fluorescence wavelength detection system. Al-
though only finite data points are obtained, the curve fitting
method needs six data points for DNA quantification.

The fluorescence intensity can be defined by half intensity
bandwidth called 3 dB band integration.Fig. 12 shows the
DNA quantification results for PCR mix with four initial
DNA copies of 1010, 107, 105, and 103. The initial DNA
copies obtained by the present prototype with curve fitting
method are 1.50× 1010, 1.50× 107, 1.15× 105, and 1.05×
103. The initial DNA copies obtained by the commercial
RT-PCR machine with second derivative maximum method
are 1.59× 1010, 3.99× 106, 2.27× 104, and 9.60× 103.

The two curves inFig. 13 show comparison of the
quantification results obtained by the commercial RT-PCR
machine and the prototype. The curves express the specific
initial DNA copies and the real measurement results in
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Fig. 13. DNA quantification curves express the specified initial DNA
copies and the real measurement results in log and log scale. (a) Com-
mercial RT-PCR machine:R2 = 0.988. (b) Present prototype machine:
R2 = 0.998.

Fig. 14. The reproducibility of the RT-PCR machine tested by intra-assay
with three replicates for different initial DNA copies in the present pro-
totype and in the commercial RT-PCR machine.

log and log scale. TheR2 values indicate the accuracy of
the measurement results. As it approaches 1, the accuracy
approaches perfection. The value can be determined by

R2 = n
(∑

CsCm
) − (∑

Cs
) (∑

Cm
)

[
n

∑
C2

s − (∑
Cs

)2
] [

n
(∑

C2
m

) − (∑
Cs

)2
] . (26)

whereCs means the specified initial DNA copies andCm
means the measured initial DNA copies, both can be re-
ferred to as theX- andY-axis in Fig. 13. TheR2 values for
the present prototype and commercial RT-PCR machine are
0.998 and 0.988, respectively.

The reproducibility of the RT-PCR machine depends on
such factors as the fluorescence detection system accuracy
and the thermal cycling induced PCR efficiency discrepancy.
Coefficient of variation (CV) with a unit in percentage is
usually employed for the index and it is defined by

CV = log10
(∑

Cm/n
) − log10(Cs)

log10(Cs)
× 100%. (27)

The CV value indicates discrepancy between the aver-
age of several quantification results and the specified DNA
copies value. A low CV value means the system has high re-
producibility and all factors induced measurement errors are
minimized.Fig. 14shows the CV value tested by intra-assay
with three replicates for different initial DNA copies in the
present system and in the commercial RT-PCR system. As
shown inFig. 14, the reproducibility of the present proto-
type is similar to that of the commercial RT-PCR machine.

6. Conclusions

The RT-PCR prototype machine with a miniature spec-
trometer for continuous fluorescence wavelength sensing
was built for DNA quantification in a micro liter volume
glass capillary. Different fluorescence sensing system de-
signs were analyzed by analytical model. A signal process-
ing algorithm called curve fitting method was developed
based on the model.

It was proved by HBV SC11 DNA template that the
present prototype with the curve fitting method signal
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processing algorithm could provide the same accuracy and
reproducibility of DNA quantification as compared to the
commercial PCR machine. Additionally, the system can
provide wide spectral spans from 350 to 1100 nm for multi-
plex DNA quantification. However, as fluorescence intensity
has to be determined by fluorescence 3 dB band integration,
when performing the DNA quantification experiments, we
must consider the fluorescence wavelength span of the la-
beling dye for these dyes to be nicely separated spectrally
for color multiplexing. SYBR Green I dye with 521 nm
emission peak, CY3 with 565 nm emission peak, LC Red
640 with 640 nm emission peak, CY5 with 670 nm emis-
sion peak, LC Red 705 with 705 nm emission peak and IR
Dye 800 with 812 emission peak will be good choices for
multiplex DNA quantification and the experiment will be
performed in the next stage.

By the miniature spectrometer, the RT-PCR prototype has
been set up successfully. The system has the same accuracy
and reproducibility as the commercial RT-PCR machine and
it can provide wide spectral fluorescence sensing capabil-
ity for multiplex DNA quantification without the detection
channels limitation of the commercial PCR machine. Rapid
DNA amplification combined with the spectral fluorescence
sensing system proposed by this study will be practically
useful for methods development and diagnostics.
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